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Summary
Shingle beaches provide a vital element of the flood and coastal erosion defences along the Northern
Sea Wall frontage. The monitoring and management of this asset is therefore crucial to the successful
and sustainable delivery of flood and coastal erosion protection.
The condition and performance of different beach sections are currently monitored through the
Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme. This report evaluates changes along the coastline in
2012-2013, and the key findings are listed below:


The Northern Sea Wall frontage lost 10,493m3 of material in the latest reporting period. For the
first time, all analysis sections lost material, including Section 5 which experienced its first loss
since monitoring began. This increases the long term trend to -17880m3.



The largest loss was recorded in Section 2, losing by 3,355m3. On analysis of the difference
models, it would appear that there has been a return to the dominant drift direction, from east
to west. However, a significant amount of re-profiling was undertaken on the frontage during
the winter and spring of 2012/2013, which makes the analysis of natural trends and processes
difficult.



There were no storms that exceeded the storm threshold in 2012-2013 and so no post storm
surveys were required.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with many coastal areas
a lot of annual variability is expected. Thus, drawing conclusions with increased confidence will become
possible as more data is collected, with regard to annual losses, net sediment drift and
erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in Autumn 2013 and Spring 2014. In addition,
post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have significantly affected the
frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the spring profile survey, with the next BMP
report scheduled to be issued after completion of the summer 2014 beach plan survey. All historic
monitoring data is accessible online (www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after
satisfying quality assurance procedures.
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1.0 Introduction
The boundaries for the extent of this report are consistent with the Isle of Grain to Dover Harbour
Shoreline Management Plan (1996), comprising Management Unit 5E. The 5km stretch of coastline
covers the North Kent coastline from Reculver Towers to the start of Minnis Bay, and is managed by the
Environment Agency. Hold the Line policy options are utilised in order to protect rail/road
infrastructure, settlements and low lying farmland.
The Northern Sea Wall is situated immediately behind the beach, with the exception of the Wantsum
Delta and St. Augustine’s Bank, where the wall is set back encompassing two saline lagoons. St.
Augustine’s Bank (to the west of Plumpudding Island) is an important sink for shingle. The shingle ridges
that prevent inundation and excessive overtopping maintain the defence line. The shingle beaches that
dominate the area are relict beaches, which have been enlarged artificially through beach nourishment.
There is little feed of beach material into the area due to the implementation of beach defenses to the
west, at Reculver Towers. There is also seepage of shingle through the eastern-most rock groyne into
Minnis Bay (estimated to be 2,000m3/year).
The low-lying land behind the beach includes the main railway line linking Faversham and Thanet. This
land is sparsely populated but represents a considerable flood plain. This unit is designated as a Special
Area of Conservation, a Special Protection Area, a RAMSAR site and a Site of Special Scientific Interest.
The far east of the section is a Special Marine Area. In the short-term monitoring of the coastline at
Northern Sea Wall must continue, with beach recharge being carried out when and where necessary.
Erosion dominates, and it is thought that material will be eroded relatively rapidly, reducing beach
volume, and hence the protection afforded to the coastline.
According to the Isle of Grain to South Foreland SMP (2007), sediment transport patterns along this
section are somewhat complicated. This complication is thought to be introduced by the presence of
Margate Sands. Depending on the coastal orientation, material shows net movements to both the east
and west. The erosion – accretion pattern continues to reverse as this year has seen a loss of material,
in comparison to last year’s accretion.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the location of the unit and the nearest wave and tide gauges.

1.1 Coastal Processes
This 5km long unit predominantly consists of a shingle and sand beach, with rock groynes no less than
150m apart, and a small section of rock armour protects the Reculver Towers monument. The sea wall
and the groyned beach are currently the only coastal defence structures in 4aSU14. The frontage faces
north and experiences storms from a northwest to northeast approach direction. Net sediment drift
direction along the frontage is predominantly from west to east, although localised reversal of this trend
can occur during prolonged periods of north-easterly winds causing variations in littoral transport.

1.2 Defence & Management
The last capital beach nourishment scheme occurred in 1996 when 110,000m³ of shingle was added to
the beach. Since then, the only active intervention has been a series of recycling schemes,
predominantly to help maintain the shingle ridges in front of the saline lagoons, although a small
amount of shingle was recovered from Minnis Bay.

1
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The beach ridge at the Wantsum Delta undergoes regular recycling using;
a) fine material that accumulates around Coldharbour Outfall (this material is often stored on the
beach berm above the outfall before being added to the ridge) and;
b) shingle that accumulates on the sandy beaches of Minnis Bay to the east (4aSU15) that is
removed and returned to 4aSU14.
It is known that a major recycling operation moving material from the outfall to Wantsum Delta took
place in the winter of 2004. Some of this material was also used to load the beach in Sections 9-11 (Paul
Marshall, pers. comm., January 2006). This was not the only recycling event within 4aSU14 since the
monitoring programme began, and records detailing the beach recycling activity within survey unit
4aSU14 since 2006 have been acquired.
Recycling activity involving the placement of 13,337m³ of shingle, over two locations, was carried out
between March and April 2008. The locations at which works took place were Coldharbour Outfall and
Minnis Bay, where protective shingle beach ridges had fallen to below 1m in height. Material that
naturally accumulates at Coldharbour Outfall was recycled, increasing the size of the protective beach
ridges. The works resulted in ridges of gradient 1:7, with a crest width of approximately 6m where
possible.

2.0 Design Conditions
As yet, no design conditions have been established for 4cSU14. Once established, these will be included
in a future BMP report.

2
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Figure 1.1: Site Location and Wave/Tide Gauges
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3.0 Surveys
All topographic and bathymetric surveys are referenced to a Global Positioning System (GPS) control
grid, established for this programme, and conducted according to the current Environment Agency’s
National Specification, summarised in Annex A.
3.1
Topographic Surveys
The schedule of completed surveys since the start of the monitoring programme is given in Table 3.1.
Digital Ground Models (DGMs) of the 2013 BMP topographic survey are shown in Annex B
superimposed upon the ortho-rectified aerial photographs of 2012. The method used for deriving Digital
Ground Models is given in Annex A.
Table 3.1: Schedule of Topographic Surveys
Profile
21/03/2003
27/09/2003
12/11/2003
25/03/2004
06/08/2004
12/11/2004

Beach Plan

*OUT Survey
Post-storm

27/09/2003

06/08/2004
30/11/2004

25/02/2005
10/08/2005
18/11/2005
29/03/2006
14/08/2006
06/12/2006
06/03/2007
18/05/2007
29/10/2007

10/08/2005

14/08/2006

18/05/2007
14/11/2007

25/02/2008
29/08/2008
17/10/2008

29/08/2008
13/02/2009

27/02/2009
26/08/2009
20/10/2009
17/03/2010
19/07/2010
12/10/2010
25/02/2011
06/04/2011*
05/08/2011
28/10/2011
24/02/2012
14/05/2012
02/10/2012
01/03/2013
25/03/13*
25/07/13

26/08/2009

19/07/2010

05/08/2011

14/05/2012

25/07/13
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3.2
Bathymetric Surveys
The schedule of surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring Programme is given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Schedule of Bathymetric Surveys
Date
03/05/2003
25/08/2006

Line Spacing
50m
50m

5

Distance Offshore
1,000m
1,000m
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4.0 Beach Management Operations
A total of 110,000m3 of mixed shingle material was added to the Northern Sea Wall beach during 1996
as part of the most recent replenishment scheme. Since 2003 the levels have been monitored 3 times
per year as part of coastal monitoring programme. Figure 4.1 compares the predicted performance of
beach volumes with actual performance. The predicted performance was based on a first year loss of
10% and a second year loss of 5%, with losses of 1.5%/a thereafter. The graph suggests the scheme is
underperforming – at present it is about 10,000m3 below the predicted volume. Current management
practice by the Environment Agency is to recycle material from areas where sediment naturally builds
up, such as Coldharbour Outfall.
825,000
800,000
775,000
750,000
725,000
700,000
675,000
650,000
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Surveyed Volume

Predicted

Alarm Value

Crisis Value

Figure 4.1 Predicted vs. actual performance of replenishment scheme
Table 4.1 shows the predicted and the actual percentage change since 1997, numerically supporting the
notion that the scheme performance is generally below predicted volumes. The exceptions are 20022003, 2004-2005, and 2008-2009, when the beach volume increased. Additionally, in 1997-1998, 20012002, 2009-2010 and 2011-2012 less material was lost than predicted. All other years have lost more
material than predicted.
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Table 4.1 – Predicted Change vs. Actual Change
Year

Predicted Change %

Actual Change %

1997-1998
1998-1999

-10
-5

-7.84
-6.81

1999-2000

-1.5

-6.72

2000-2001

-1.5

-7.70

2001-2002

-1.5

-0.92

2002-2003

-1.5

2.86

2003-2004

-1.5

-3.19

2004-2005

-1.5

11.93

2005-2006

-1.5

-10.12

2006-2007

-1.5

-11.79

2007-2008

-1.5

-5.28

2008-2009

-1.5

2.97

2009-2010

-1.5

-0.03

2010-2011

-1.5

1.62

2011-2012

-1.5

-0.22

2012-2013

-1.5

-9.54

Initial losses can be explained as a result of fines from the replenishment being washed offshore. Since
then, material will have been lost due to natural longshore and cross –shore transport, increasing in
years with a greater frequency of higher magnitude wave events.
Annual re-profiling: During the early spring months, the Environment Agency carries out re-profiling
works in 4aSU14. This is concentrated on areas where material was builds up, usually the result of
longshore transport being interrupted by outfalls and groynes. The shingle ridges are also re-profiled.
Where this is carried out, the beach is graded to 1:7 with a crest width of 6m. No new material is
normally added to the beach. Full details of the re-profiling works are available in Annex C of this report.
Future Predictions: At present, 4aSU14 is not significantly underperforming, due to the active
management and is still about 75,000m3 above the alarm level. However, these figures mask more
serious problems at the far eastern and western extents, as well as the western lagoon, where crest cutback is occurring. Although recycling is used to combat this process, if it is allowed to continue it was
breach the barrier into the lagoon and/or expose the sea wall to direct wave action. Therefore, it may
be necessary to consider recharge in combination with additional hard structures in order to control
these processes.
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5.0

Analysis

In strategic appraisal and management terms, the frontage has been divided into six analysis sections
that reflect locations of major beach structures and are near-coincident with the choice of previous
subdivision in this area (Northern Sea Wall Beach Monitoring, 2003). These sections are numbered from
1-6 and are shown in Figures 5.1 & 5.2.
Table 5.1 provides a comparison of the changing distribution of erosion and accretion in 4aSU14 over
the past two years. Overall, this unit lost 242m3in 2011 to 2012 and 10,493m3 in 2012 to 2013.

Table 5.1: 4aSU14 - Summary of Erosion/Accretion for 2011-2013
Polygon
Section
1
Section
2

Section
3
Section
4
Section
5
Section
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Area
(m²)
3,572
3,228
14,787
19,116
20,179
15,218
18,352
17,555
29,200
19,627
69,990
15,064
31,705
50,855
10,614
14,959
12,671
Net

Error
Estimate*
(m3)
+/- 107
+/- 97
+/- 444
+/- 573
+/- 605
+/- 457
+/- 551
+/- 527
+/- 876
+/- 589
+/- 2,100
+/- 452
+/- 951
+/- 1,526
+/- 318
+/- 449
+/- 380

Erosion/Accretion
(2011 to 2012)
(m3)
-635
663
-246
-1,252
186
-397
-1,027
-1,223
3,021
-272
-850
746
158
1,851
-371
591
-1,185
-242

Erosion/Accretion
(2012 to 2013)
(m3)
303
-710
-427
196
-2,092
-1,032
-661
-1,082
115
-111
-1,933
-161
1,274
-2,620
416
-1,492
-476
-10,493

* Significant Change is highlighted through shading. (Blue is accretion, red is erosion). Significant change
includes values which exceed the error estimates which are calculated as the survey area is multiplied
by a +/-30mm error margin. Although unlikely, the error of the combined surveys can be up to double
this figure.
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Figure 5.2: 4aSU14 Beach Analysis Sections (West)
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5.1 Beach Profile Analysis
While beach plan surveys provide a more accurate view of morphological change and beach volume
levels, profiles clearly illustrate the changes in beach cross section. In addition, the 2013 BMP survey
beach profiles have been cross-referenced with the other profile surveys carried out over the past year
in order to ensure that the results from the difference models are representative of net profile change.
This then gives an indication of the beach variability over three time steps in each individual year.
The Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) has been calculated for all beach profiles. This is calculated as the area of
profile above a Master Profile (MP). In general, the lower boundary of the MP is the transition between
the beach face and the foreshore (i.e. the beach toe). The landward boundary is either the seawall or,
where a hard structure is not present, the landward extent of the stable part of the beach. The Master
Profile is held constant for a given profile line and therefore the changes in CSA through time can be
derived.

5.2
Volumetric Analysis Difference Models
Now that the 2013 BMP data set has been compiled, it is possible to overlay the results of the survey
with BMP data from 2012. This enables comparative volumetric analysis to be undertaken to determine
change over a given period. Through the use of three-dimensional ground models and ortho-rectified
aerial photography, it is possible to create a visual interpretation of the volumetric change that has
occurred during each analysis period. This is shown in Plate 1 (1-7), which indicates areas of net erosion
or accretion (N.B. a 0.25m difference in elevation is considered as “no change”) and the location of any
extraction/deposition sites.
Negative values represent erosion that has occurred between 2012 & 2013, and positive values indicate
accretion. Whilst these figures show an overall change in beach volume within each discrete section, it
should be recognised that the data is based on the BMP survey, which is undertaken once each year. It
is therefore only a snapshot of one moment in time, and the particular dynamics of each frontage need
to be taken into account. This ensures that the information shown in the difference models represents
the net change rather than capturing a particular extreme variation caused by a large event.
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5.2.1

Section 1 (Polygons 1-2, Profiles 4a01180 – 4a01186)
Covering the small beach in front of Reculver Towers, this area has historically experienced net
erosion. Since 2003, this section has lost 1,393m3 of beach material. Material in this groyne bay
is predominantly sand and has been since the 1990s, as material from the rest of the survey unit
cannot bypass the rock groyne. This section typically does not gain or lose a large amount of
material; however, occasionally one polygon experiences accretion if there is a drift reversal on
the previous year, a pattern that occurred for the last four years.
This section experienced a net loss of 407m3. As with the previous year, this change is the sum
of one significantly eroding polygon and one significantly accreting polygon. The beach change
covers the entire beach face, as illustrated by Profile 4a01180 (Figure 5.3). As can be seen on
this profile, this section is mostly below MHWS, and thus exposes the rock revetment to direct
wave action. Nonetheless, there has been a slight increase in the beach level by ~0.4m,
including at the crest. This is due to the location of the profile, at the western end of the
section, were material can build up due to the revetment around Reculver Towers obstructing
longshore drift.

MHWS

Figure 5.3 Profile 4a01180
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5.2.2 Section 2 (Polygons 3-6, Profiles 4a01187 – 4a01207)
This section covers the four polygons fronting the oyster farm. Overall, this section lost 3,355m3
in 2012/13. Of the four polygons, three were erosive and one was accretive. However, all
exhibit the same spatial pattern of change, with erosion in the east and accretion in the west.
This reverses the previous years’ pattern and suggests that longshore drift has returned to a
dominant east-west direction. In general, these changes occur across the whole beach face,
with the greatest change around the beach crest, an area typically characterised by cliffing. The
cross section through Profile 4a01192 (Figure 5.4) is typical of the erosive half of each groyne
bay, and clearly illustrates the whole beach face has lowered.

MHWS

Figure 5.4 Profile 4a01192
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5.2.3 Section 3 (Polygons 7-10, Profiles 4a01209 – 4a01235)
Extending along the coast from the oyster farm to the western lagoon, this section of coastline
continues to undergo a reversal in beach dynamics. Over the past year, Section 3 has lost
1,739m3, for the past seven years this section has fluctuated between erosion and accretion.
This may be affected by regular removal of material from Coldharbour Outfall, in Polygon 9,
although the difference model illustrates a build up of material around the outfall. The general
pattern of erosion and accretion continues from Section 2, apart from Polygon 9 where the
change is more linear in nature. Erosion along the crest line is more common in this section,
illustrated by Profile 4a01218 (Figure 5.5). This shows the main weakness along this frontage, a
rapidly eroding narrow crest. Since 2012, this crest on this profile has retreated ~5m, leaving a
little over two-thirds of the original crest width. It is likely that this will be recharged, but
without out it the sea wall would be exposed in less than two years.

5m retreat

MHWS

Figure 5.5 Profile 4a01218
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5.2.4 Section 4 (Polygons 11-12, Profiles 4a01237 – 4a01262)
Section 4 comprises two polygons, one of which fronts the western lagoon. This has historically
been an erosive section of the 4aSU14 frontage, and the past year has seen a continuation of
that trend, with a loss of 2,094m3. Most of this change has occurred at the western end of the
section, with significant erosion focussed on the crest and slope. Despite this, the majority of
change across the rest of the section is accretive, including along the crest line and there are
sporadic changes on the slope towards the east of the lagoon. It is probable, especially along
the shingle bund in front of the lagoon, that this is anthropogenic in nature (Figure 5.6).

MHWS

Figure 5.6 Profile 4a01239
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5.2.5 Section 5 (Polygons 13-14, Profiles 4a01263 – 4a01285)
Section 5 includes the eastern lagoon up to the Brooksend Outfall. The section lost 1,346m3
during 2012-2013. Most of this loss can be attributed to an area of erosion adjacent to the
outfall, which has resulted in Polygon 14 experiencing the largest loss for any polygon in 4aSU14
during 2012/13. The erosion in this section can be illustrated using Profile 4a01286 (Figure 5.7).
The whole beach face has retreated by 4-5m, and the crest has halved in width, from 9m in
2012 to 4m in 2013. The remainder of Section 5 has only experienced moderate linear change,
generally on or around the beach crest.

MHWS

Figure 5.7 Profile 4a01286
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5.2.6 Section 6 (Polygons 15-17, Profiles 4a01287 – 4a01298)
Covering the three groyne bays east of the Coldharbour Outfall, Section 6 experienced a loss of
1,552m3 over the past year. This section displays a similar pattern of spatial change to Sections
1 and 2, with erosion in the east and accretion in the west. Again, this suggests that the drift
direction has returned to an east-west movement. However; the erosion, particularly in Polygon
16, has caused the crest to retreat dangerously close to the sea wall. As illustrated by Profile
4a01294 (Figure 5.8), the crest is in places now only 3m wide. At the rate of recession since last
year, the sea wall will be exposed in less than a year. Overall, the beach has retreated by ~5m
since 2012.

MHWS

Figure 5.8 Profile 4a01294
5.4
Bathymetric Data Analysis
It is not possible to undertake bathymetric analysis as survey data is currently being processed.
Therefore the 2014 BMP Report will include bathymetric analysis.

5.5
Changes in Mean High Water Mark
The Mean High Water mark for Northern Sea Wall is +2.130m OD. The MHW contour has been cut out
of the Digital Ground Models for 2003 (the first dataset) and 2013 (the current dataset) and compared
in Plate 3. The latest dataset shows that the beach has become more drift aligned over the past 11
years, as well as moving slightly onshore. The only location where the 2012 mark is seaward of the 2003
mark is at the eastern lagoon.
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6 Long-Term Summary
Since monitoring began in 2003 this area has fluctuated between predominantly erosive and accretive.
However, the net change is an erosive one, with a net loss since 2003 of 17,880m3. The majority of
erosion has taken place in the western half of the management unit, with slight accretive trends
towards the eastern end (Table 6.1).
2003-2004 saw a total gain of 1,322m3 with the majority of accretion towards the eastern end of the
management unit. The largest volumes of accretion are located within Polygons 13 & 14; both accreting
over 2,000m3. This trend continued in 2004-2005 witnessed the largest accretion through the
monitoring scheme to date, accumulating 10,400m3; again Polygons 13 & 14 experienced some of the
largest increases of material. Recycling operations to move material from the outfall to the Wantsum
Delta took place in the winter of 2004. Some of this material was also used to load the beach in Sections
4-6.
During 2005-2006, 4aSU14 experienced a loss of 8,691m3, the majority of which was recorded towards
the western end of the unit. The most significant loss occurred in Polygon 11 where 4,566m3 was lost.
This trend continued in 2006-2007 and 2007-2008, with net losses of 9,978m3 and 4,403m3 respectively.
The first net accretion since 2005 was measured in 2008-2009, with a gain of 2,441m3, despite no
recycling works being carried out. During 2009-2010, 4aSU14 experienced no significant net change,
with only a small net loss of beach material of 23m3. Erosion was confined to the far eastern and
western areas of the management unit, with accretion in the centre. There was a return to an accretive
trend in 2010-2011, with net gains in all polygons except Polygon 3, which lost of 10,893m3. This loss
contributed to the annual low gain across the whole frontage of 1,787m3.
The 2011-2012 reporting year saw a loss of just 242m3, although this figure is an average of alternating
trends of erosion and accretion shown in consecutive polygons. The past year (2012-2013) has seen an
increase in the erosive trend, recording the largest loss since monitoring began of 10,493m3. For the
first time, all analysis sections experienced a net loss, with Section 5 losing material for the first time.
In general, 4aSU14 is experiencing a long-term trend of erosion, resulting in crest cutback and cliffing.
This is especially problematic along the shingle ridge fronting the western lagoon, and on the crest in
Section 6. Due to the beach recycling works carried along this frontage, usually on an annual basis, it can
be difficult to predict the long-term changes in 4aSU14. The replenishment activities have altered the
profile of the upper beach face in some areas, changing beach volumes and the dynamics of natural
beach processes. These recycling events are an important part of the management of this area, in line
with the Hold the Line strategy in place in the current epoch.
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Table 6.1: Long-Term Beach Volume Change Summary (2003 - 2013)
Volume Change (m3)
Polygon

1

2

3

4

5

6

NET

2003–2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013

48
-125
-329
-28
-464
-123
-37
44
28
-407

-2,830
-2,698
-4,035
-3,078
-2,741
2,207
-1,664
5,173
-1,709
-3,355

-1,038
-4,307
-1,998
-3,711
980
-6,781
3,207
-10,893
499
-1,739

-219
6,106
-4,784
-2,718
-879
-2,521
-312
2,633
-104
-2,094

5,186
7,912
2,827
1,559
694
6,402
961
4,518
2,009
-1,346

175
3,512
-372
-2,002
-1,993
3,257
-2,178
312
-965
-1,552

1,322
10,400
-8,691
-9,978
-4,403
2,441
-23
1,787
-242
-10,493

NET

-1,393

-14,730

-25,781

-4,892

30,722

-1,806

-17,880

7 General Wave Climate
A storm is defined using the Peaks-over-Threshold
method (Figure 7.1). Each storm is then examined
in detail, and covers the period 16 hours either
side of the storm peak, so as to include both the
build-up and decay of the storm. This is the
procedure recommended by the CIRIA Beach
Management Manual (second edition) since it
covers the build-up and decay typical of midlatitudes depression.

Figure 7.1 – Peaks threshold method
The threshold used for Herne Bay is 1.6 m. This value has been determined using extremes analysis of
15 years of measured data (based on 3 hourly values). A 0.25 year return period is used to identify 4
storms in an average year.
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8 Storm Performance of Beach
There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year, with only one coming close in
March 2013.
Figure 8.1 – Storms at Herne Bay from Sep2012 to Aug2013

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with many coastal areas
a lot of annual variability is expected. Thus, drawing conclusions with increased confidence will become
possible as more data is collected, with regard to annual losses, net sediment drift and
erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in Autumn 2013 and Spring 2014. In addition,
post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have significantly affected the
frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the spring profile survey, with the next BMP
report scheduled to be issued after completion of the Summer 2014 beach plan survey. All historic
monitoring data is accessible online (www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after
satisfying quality assurance procedures.
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Profile Location Diagrams
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